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83 ECON 151 Introduction to 
International Economics

An introductory-level course covering both the micro and macro 
components of international economics. Topics include: international 
trade theory and policy; international finance topics such as balance-
of-payments, foreign exchange markets, economy policy-making in 
open economies, international financial crises, and the economics of 
integration. This course does not count towards the major or minor in 
Economics.

Course deletion NONE G

84 ECON 321 Applied Financial 
Economics

Financial Economics studies the transfer of Economics 177 resources 
across time and the transfer of risk among individuals and 
organizations. The economic principles underlying the value of basic 
financial instruments are studied through an applied analysis of 
financial data. Topics include the pricing of stocks and bonds, foreign 
currency, as well as derivative securities. Prerequisite: 100. Offered 
each spring.

Course deletion NONE NONE

85 ECON 324 Public Finance The application of microeconomics to government budget policy. A 
variety of government spending and tax policies are analyzed for their 
impacts on individuals and society, and evaluated for their fairness 
and efficiency. Prerequisite: 100.

Course deletion CSI NONE

87 ECON 340 Environmental and Natural 
Resource Economics

The application of microeconomics to issues of the environment and 
natural resource use. Economic institutions are examined for their 
effects on the use of renewable and non-renewable resources. The 
economic causes of pollution and the available policy responses are 
explored. Prerequisite: 100. Offered occasionally.

Course deletion NONE NONE
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88 ECON 410 Mathematical Economics The application of mathematical tools to economic theory. Topics 
include optimization of multivariate functions and comparative static 
analysis applied to consumer and firm behavior. Prerequisites: 301 
and one semester of calculus. Offered occasionally.

Course deletion NONE NONE

89 ECON 490 Advanced Research 
Seminar

Advanced research methods. Participants complete quality 
undergraduate research projects under the supervision of the seminar 
instructor and their faculty committees, and share their work both 
with each other and with a broader audience. Prerequisites: senior 
class standing, major or minor in economics, and acceptance into the 
University’s Research Honors Program or consent of department 
chair. Offered each spring.

Course deletion NONE NONE

130 ENST 110 Earth Systems Science Current course description: The Earth is changing, and 
understanding this change requires an understanding of the 
interrelated systems of the Earth. This courseinvestigates the systems 
(hydrosphere, atmosphere, biosphere, and lithosphere) and the 
complex cycles and interactions between them, both globally in the 
classroom and locally through a field/lab experience. Offered 
annually.                                                                                   
Proposed course description: This course investigates our planet 
and the complex biogeochemical systems that connect the land, 
ocean, atmosphere and living things with one another. Topics include 
energy, climate change, oceans, the atmosphere, nutrient pollution 
and mineral resources. This course includes laboratory simulations of 
natural systems and student-designed experiments. Offered each 
spring semester.

Change course number 
from "ENST 110" to 
"ENST 230"; change in 
frequency from "offered 
annually" to "offered each 
spring semester"; change 
course description

PSL NONE

129 ENST 300 Applied Geographic 
Information Systems

Advanced study in geographic information systems (GIS), including 
techniques used to create weather maps, locate endangered species 
and generate efficient delivery routes. Spatial analysis, interpolation, 
cluster analysis, network analysis and field collection of data will all 
be studied. Includes individual projects in GIS. Prerequisite: ENST 
200. Offered in alternate years, fall semester.

New course NONE NONE
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94 HIST 153 The First Progressives, US We study the first reformers who defined themselves as "progressive" 
while they created and used private and government organizations 
and agencies to intervene in social, economic, cultural and political 
life; they searched for order in response to the apparent irrational 
development of modern society and the economy. Offered in alternate 
years.

New course CHC U

103 HIST 270 Museums: Making History 
Come Alive!

Discover how museums are reexamining the theory, practices, and 
history of their institutions, which are facing tremendous challenges. 
This course explores the tensions between history and memory, 
internal missions and external audiences, tradition and 
entrepreneurship. Students learn how museums interpret collections 
through exhibits, tours, oral history, archives, film and digital media, 
living history, historic preservation, landscape conservation, heritage 
tourism, and fundraising. Museum visits and guest lecturers introduce 
career options that are available to students in history and related 
humanities disciplines. Offered by arrangement.

Change course number 
from "HIST 270" to "HIST 
255"

CHC NONE

134 HIST 290 Theory and Writing of 
History

Current course description: A seminar emphasizing research, 
conceptualization, and writing skills. Subjects given special attention 
are methodological debates within the profession and philosophical 
questions regarding the nature and purpose of historical study. Open 
only to History majors. Offered annually.                                                               
Proposed course description: An introduction to philosophical and 
methodological debates in the profession of history, paying particular 
attention to the critical skills of the historian - including the analysis 
of primary sources, historiography, historical research and writing, 
critique, and historical argument.  The course will also introduce 
students to the various genres of history available in the Signature 
Experience Pathways. Open only to History majors. Offered annually.

Change course title from 
"Theory and Writing of 
History" to "The Theory 
and Crafting of History"; 
change course description

NONE W

135 HIST 390 Seminar in Asian History In-depth study of selected topics in Asian history. Emphasis on 
reading and discussion, with several short papers to facilitate 
reflection on the material. Prerequisite: One other course in Asian 
history, or consent of instructor. Offered occasionally.

Change course number 
from "HIST 390" to "HIST 
305"

CHC G
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116 MATH 176 Applied Analysis I: A 
Sequential Approach to 
Multivariate Calculus

Careful study of the real number system, sequential limits of 
functions from Rn to R, definition of the derivative, and derivative 
rules and applications. Students will learn the basics of proving 
limits, as well as their use. Prerequisites: Two years of high school 
mathematics, including algebra, trigonometry, pre-calculus. Offered 
each semester.

Change course title from 
"Applied Analysis I: A 
Sequential Approach to 
Multivariate Calculus" to 
"Calculus I: A Sequential 
Approach"

FR NONE

117 MATH 177 Applied Analysis II: A 
Sequential Approach to 
Multivariate Calculus

A continuation of MATH 176 to include: differential calculus of 
vector-valued functions, vector fields, differentiation for functions of 
several variables, and integration for functions of one variable. 
Prerequisite: 176. Offered each semester.

Change course title from 
"Applied Analysis II: A 
Sequential Approach to 
Multivariate Calculus" to 
"Calculus II: A Sequential 
Approach"

NONE NONE

118 MATH 278 Applied Analysis III: A 
Sequential Approach to 
Multivariate Calculus

A continuation of MATH 177 to include: infinite series, integration 
for functions of several variables and vector fields, Green’s and 
Stokes’ Theorems, basic topology of the real number line. 
Prerequisite: 177. Offered each fall semester.

Change course title from 
"Applied Analysis III: A 
Sequential Approach to 
Multivariate Calculus" to 
"Calculus III: A Sequential 
Approach"

NONE NONE

120 MUS 185 English and Italian Diction A laboratory course in English and Italian diction for singers, 
utilizing the International Phonetic Alphabet. Offered in alternate 
years, fall semester.

Increase course unit from 
"0.5" to "1.0"

NONE NONE

123 MUS 186 French Diction A laboratory course in French diction for singers, utilizing the 
International Phonetic Alphabet. Prerequisite: MUS 185. Offered in 
alternate years, spring semester.

Course deletion NONE NONE

124 MUS 188 German Diction A laboratory course in German diction for singers, utilizing the 
International Phonetic Alphabet. Prerequisite: MUS 185. Offered in 
alternate years, spring semester.

Course deletion NONE NONE

122 MUS 195 German and French 
Diction

A laboratory course in French and German diction for singers, 
utilizing the International Phonetic Alphabet. Prerequisite: MUS 185. 
Offered in alternate years, spring semester.

New course NONE NONE
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121 MUS 325 Vocal Pedagogy An in-depth study of the components of singing-respiration, 
phonation, resonance, and articulation-combining traditional 
techniques with modern voice analysis software; along with practical 
teaching methods to address tonal quality, diction, registration, and 
other related topics. Offered every other spring semester.

Change course frequency 
from "every spring" to 
"every other spring 
semester"

NONE NONE

100 PHIL 350 Epistemology Consideration of the nature of, and relations between, knowledge, 
belief, perception, truth, meaning, and evidence. Prerequisite: One 
course in Philosophy or consent of instructor. Offered in alternate 
years.

Change course title from 
"Epistemology" to 
"Knowledge, Belief, and 
Society"

NONE W

114 PSCI 343 Comparative Parties and 
Legislatures

Through reading, writing, and simulation exercises, students will: (1) 
examine the historical emergence and evolution of political parties 
and legislatures and the original problems they were meant to 
address; (2) explore literature on the changing role of these national 
institutions in the face of globalization; and (3) examine the links 
between legislatures, parties, and the problem of making democracy 
work. Offered occasionally.

Change course title from 
"Comparative Parties and 
Legislatures" to "Making 
Democracy Work"

CSI W

107 PSYC 311 
EXP

Advanced Behavioral 
Processes

Current course description:  Examination of learning, conditioning, 
and behavior theory, emphasizing discussion and evaluation of 
primary sources. Topics include modern theories of classical 
conditioning, operant-Pavlovian interactions, theories of 
reinforcement, quantitative models of choice, behavioral exonomics, 
superstition, and biological constraints on learning. Laboratory.                                                                                     
Proposed course description:  Examination of learning, 
conditioning, and underlying mechanisms through discussion and 
evaluation of primary sources and laboratory experience. Topics 
include modern theories of classical conditioning, consolidation and 
reconsolidation, and extinction. The laboratory portion of the course 
includes a sheep brain dissection and data collection with rat subjects. 
Prerequisites: 211 and either 202 or 300 or consent of instructor. 
Offered each fall term.

Change course title from 
"Advanced Behavioral 
Processes" to "Foundations 
of Learning"; change 
course description

NONE NONE
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81 SOC 290 History of Sociological 
Thought

A study of social philosophy and sociological theory from the 
Enlightenment to the present, including such figures as Karl Marx, 
Max Weber, and Emile Durkheim. Emphasizes the biographical, 
historical, and intellectual contexts of their ideas. Prerequisite: 
Gateway. Offered each semester. 

Change course prerequisite 
from "None" to "Gateway"

IT W

80 SOC 340 Social Movements and 
Politics in the US

Considering both classical and contemporary work on social 
movements and politics, this course traces the development of 
sociological theories on collective action and civic engagement. 
Focusing on both macro-level trends and micro-level identity 
construction, the course examines US politics through historically 
significant movements such as feminism, environmentalism, and 
LGBT rights. Offered alternate years.

New course NONE NONE

141 SOC/PSCI 398 Grant Writing Grants are a funding challenge and opportunity for non-profits. 
Successful grants must construct a compelling argument and align 
with funder priorities. Students partner with community leaders to 
complete applications in support of actual programs. This course 
does not count toward the major or minor in Sociology or Political 
Science. Recommended prerequisite: PSCI 395. Prerequisite: 
Sophomore standing and above. Offered by arrangement.

Add Gen Ed flag "W" NONE W

108 THEA 220 Fundamentals of Theatrical 
Design

Introduction to visual communication and aesthetic theory as it 
applies to design for the stage. Explores theatre design as a means of 
communication, artistic expression and organization of information. 
Lectures, demonstrations, research, discussions, and design projects 
in sets, lighting and costumes complement studio work. Prerequisites: 
THEA 110 or 112 or 114, or consent of instructor. Offered each fall.

Change prerequisites from 
"THEA 110 and 112" to 
"THEA 110 or 112 or 114, 
or consent of instructor"

NONE NONE

109 THEA 221 Visual Concepts Advanced study of aesthetic theory and the collaborative process. 
Explores the complex relationship between designer, director, text, 
and audience with special emphasis on the dynamic between 
designers and directors. Features critiques, research group 
discussions, lectures, demonstrations, project work. Prerequisite: 
THEA 220 recommended. Offered in alternate years. 

Change prerequisites from 
"THEA 220" to "THEA 
220 recommended"

NONE NONE
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110 THEA 311 Rendering Introduction to rendering processes and concepts for theatrical 
design. Explores various styles of scenic and costume drawing and 
painting as artistic expression, communication and organizational 
information. Study of selected historical and contemporary modes of 
rendering. Experimentation with many painting and drawing media. 
Project work, research, and demonstrations compliment studio work. 
Prerequisite: THEA 220 recommended. Offered in alternate years.

Change prerequisites from 
"THEA 220" to "THEA 
220 recommended"

NONE NONE

111 THEA 312 Properties for the Theatre Introduction to many materials, media, methods and shop tools 
utilized for project development. Formal presentation skills will be 
developed through assignments. Crafts skills, material selection and 
tool use will be developed through project work. May be repeated for 
credit. Prerequisite: THEA 110 or consent of instructor. Offered 
every other spring.

Change prerequisites from 
"THEA 110 and 112" To 
"THEA 110 or consent of 
instructor"

NONE NONE

112 THEA 313 Costume Crafts Introduction to artistic and technicals of creating costume accessories 
and properties for the stage. Explores period and contemporary 
accessories. Special attention given to fabrication and construction. 
Lectures, demonstrations of fabrication techniques, research 
assignments complete studio work. Prerequisite: THEA 112 or 
consent of instructor. Offered alternate years, spring semester.

Change prerequisites from 
"THEA 112" To "THEA 
112 or consent of 
instructor"

NONE NONE

113 THEA 319 Special Materials and 
Techniques

A continuation of study in scene painting and properties fabrication. 
The course will explore in detail special construction techniques, 
unique materials or applications, complex shop tools, detailed 
painting and surface finishing processes. Project work, research and 
demonstrations complement studio work. Prerequisite: Consent of 
instructor. Offered occasionally. 

Change prerequisites from 
"THEA 312, 313 or 318" 
to "Consent of instructor"

NONE NONE
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